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Helvetia Calendar

Oct . 15 -- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Center,
12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m.

Nov . 10 -- Bid deadline for Helvetia Mail Auction No . 22

Merger Resolution Will Pass ; New Officers Nominated

As the Alphorn goes to press, it appears that members of
both Helvetia and the Swiss American Stamp Society (SASS) have ap-
proved the merger of the two societies, effective Jan . 1, 1975 . Al-
though the totals are not yet final, a count on Sept . 30 showed that
Helvetia members have approved by a vote of 66 to 0 and SASS members
by 62 to 1 .

To afford members a chance to nominate persons for office
in the new American Helvetia Philatelic Society, the Nominating Com-
mittee appointed by the presidents of Helvetia and SASS is presenting
its nominations in this issue . Any three members of Helvetia have the
right to nominate additional candidates . Nominations should be sent
to Helvetia Secretary Gerald S . Diamond, 1 Mt . Vernon Road, Upper
Montclair, N . J. 07043 . They must arrive by Nov . 1.

The Nominating Committee of Robert C . Ross and Robert T.
Clarke, representing Helvetia and SASS respectively, has nominated
the following for 1975:

President -- Jan Donker, Boston, (SASS president, Helvetia member)
Vice President -- Douglas Casper, Los Angeles (SASS member)
Vice President -- Karl H . Sharp, Verona, Pa . (Helvetia & SASS member)
Vice President -- Harlan F . Stone, Summit, N.J. (Hel . ed ., SASS member)
Secretary -- Charles J . LaBlonde, Colorado Springs (SASS treas ., Hel)
Treasurer -- George H . Wettach, Fair Lawn, N .J . (Helvetia treasurer)

Although not required by the by-laws, the Nominating Com-
mittee has determined that the following persons are willing to serve
as appointive officers, and recommends that the president name them
to the Board of Directors:

Editor, Helvetia "Tell" -- Robert T . Clarke, Dallas
Director, Sales Circuit -- Felix Ganz, Chicago
Director, Mail Auctions -- Henry Gitner, Yorktown Heights, N .Y.
Chairman, Awards -- Werner Vogel, Teaneck, N .J.
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INTERNABA 1974
By William B . Martin

Helvetia # 696

This article is offered to my fellow collectors with the
hope of providing a clearer view of the recent event in Basel . To
date, in the press, there has been only a superficial summary given,
which is not sufficient for the serious Swiss specialist.

The exposition was several years in preparation, and was
held in the Industrial Fair (Mustermesse) complex of buildings . The
main hall, a full city block in size, was the primary site . It
offered ample room, lighting and services. As one stepped off the city
tram (electric streetcar) in front of the Mustermesse, one noted an
outdoor poster panorama depicting 100 years of postal progress and
the development of the Universal Postal Union . The 15- by 80-foot
outdoor poster showed mail delivery from messengers on foot to re-
cent advances such as Swissair 747 jets.

The admission offices were beneath the poster . Three
francs was the daily price, which got one a catalog . Each catalog
contained two special stubs, which could be redeemed (with an addi-
tional two francs each) to obtain a special collection sheet con-
taining an imprinted souvenir sheet essay in black . This commercial
aspect of Internaba was the worst, but the reason offered me was
that it was necessary to help pay for the show itself . Most collec-
tors found the gimmickery too much, so bear this in mind when seeing
this very item advertised in the press for $10 now.

Inside the exposition, the Swiss PTT was in full force.
With some six booths for selling philatelic materials, and another
five for fancy cancels and preparation of special covers, the PTT
lived up to its good name . Personnel employed by the PTT were very
helpful and patient . Beyond the PTT, along a long corridor, were the
representatives of the postal administrations of many nations . Among
the usual was the U .S .A . handing out Internaba souvenir cards and
selling black-blotted blocks of UPU (?) stamps . It seems that every
conceivable island in the world had a booth, at least every rock in
the North or Irish Seas . Cuba had a booth -- I went therefirst, and
got a nice cover with UPU stamps, for one franc.

Suddenly the sideshow was over and one found a long red car-
pet leading into the lower level of exhibits . At the end were about
115 Basel Doves in a special section . Gathered up from the world over,
they were impressive indeed . Many multiples and covers, including one
cover from the Swiss Postal Museum in Bern with six Doves (see illus-
tration on next page), highlighted the main attraction . These 115
Doves, together with another 25 or 30 in separate specialized Swiss
displays and about 10 more for sale in the bourse, provided one with
a fast course in Dove expertise . Readers are reminded that first-rate
Basel Doves have three characteristics -- a bright azure blue, a deep
scarlet red and a sharp embossing of the dove . Such copies are about
one in 25 .

Close by the special display of the Basel Doves was the area
set aside for special non-competitive exhibits . With space at a minimum,
I will elaborate on only the Swiss or Swiss-related displays . In this
non-competitive group, perhaps the most stunning was the display of
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early Swiss stamps sent by the Liechtenstein Foundation of New York.
It included a Double Geneva on cover and a strip of five of the 6
Rappen Zurich first issue . Nearby was the British Guiana of 1856,
the Mauritius cover with two one cent Post Office rarities, a block
of the U .S . air invert C3a . Also, the Swiss Postal Museum offered a
group of early U .S ., with a broad range of Postmaster Provisionals
and 1847 issues . The Royal Collection from England displayed a spe-
cialized study of Penny Blacks and a projected official stamp of a-
bout 1841 or so, which was never issued.

Most collectors of Swiss stamps soon realize the many
niches available for study . At Internaba, the small specialized
niche was the standard . The range of collecting forte was very broad,
but the domain of the 19th century was predominant . Strongest empha-
sis was found in
three areas --

Cantonal, Orts Post
through Rayons, and
the Strubel era . Of
the many displays
(about 690), Swiss-
related material
was the subject of
about 60 . Each ex-
hibit had from five
to eight frames,
with 16 pages per
frame . Concerning
the small niches, a
few displays still
stand out in my
mind as being the
very essence of In-
ternaba. One seven-
frame study of Ticino cancellations was particularly great . Another
showed 1913 Pioneer Airmail material, with sheets of vignettes, mul-
tiple copies on covers or cards, and much original material . Cantonal
era studies, with plate reconstructions, mixed usages, and bizarre
multiples on cover, were really commonplace.

One particular exhibit of proofs and essays was displayed
by Col . Bulstrode of the Amateur Collector in London . It was signifi-
cant in its depth of treatment, and its uniqueness at Internaba . An-
other exhibit dealt with Hotel Posts, and was the very best display I
believe I have yet seen.

The bourse consisted of 83 stands, and was at all times very
hectic . By U .S . standards, prices were high, as portions of the U .S.
market had not yet equalized with the Swiss levels since the devalua-
tion of the dollar . One could find just about anything one might want,
with the exception of material having a world population of under 100.
There were exceptions, of course ; for instance, Zeppelin covers with
"issues" of 60 or 70 . Finding any Ticino cancellations at all was not
easy .

A special exhibit of literature was a main feature, and con-
cerned European philately in general . The Zumstein display carried
all past catalogs and handbooks . It was evident that European collec-
tors are more information-conscious than their American counterparts.
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Internaba '74 is now a memory . So many excellent features
were on hand : the Basel Doves, the Cantonal covers -- there was not
one Swiss stamp missing at the show . I would suggest your attendance
on the next occasion, as no two people view the same material in the
same fashion . I hope this report brings some insight that a Swiss
collector will find of use.

Four "Hard and Fast" Rules
For Investing in Swiss Stamps

By Edwin L . Chalfant
(Helvetia # 559)

Continued from June Issue

Rule 2 -- Condition must be well above the norm for items
purchased . There is little sense in buying average, run-of-the-mill
stamps, As far as quality is concerned, you must buy stamps that are
in the top 10-20 per cent only . i n the case of very rare stamps, such
as the early Cantonal issues and some of the other higher priced
Swiss issues, certain minor flaws or repairs are acceptable, provided
a certificate of genuineness is supplied by an appropriate authority.
On the subject of certificates, they should be supplied with all early
issues, especially if the cost exceeds $100.

Condition is a prime factor in the sale of any philatelic
property, and must be given the fullest consideration in every purchase.
Factors to consider are the centering of the stamp, the margins and
frame lines . The latter are of utmost importance on most early Swiss.
A stamp cut into on one side can be devalued to a tenth of one with all
four sides clearly intact . Also, a stamp must be free of damage in most
instances, have no thin spots, creases, tears, repairs, etc ., and in
the case of perforated stamps, have every individual perforation intact!
Colors must be fresh, cancellations should be light in most cases and
not obliterate the design . The back of the stamp should be free of rem-
nants of paper, hinges, etc ., except in the case of the stamp being on
the envelope . The value of early issues can be increased many times if
the entire envelope (cover) and cancels are intact . Unused stamps
should have all gum intact, except in the case of 19th century stamps,
many of which are better off without gum since drying and cracking of
gum on old stamps can cause damage . Stamps that are unused, with gum,
fall into two categories these days, "never hinged" and "hinged" . Ex-
tremely high premiums are being paid for some stamps that have never
been hinged!

In my estimation and experience, if the stamp is a scarce
one, any mark left from an earlier hinging is immaterial, unless it
is so serious as to have remnants of hinges stuck on which wrinkle or
otherwise affect the appearance and quality of the item . To pay a pre-
mium of anywhere from 20 to 200 per cent or more for virgin gum on
the side you do not even see is inviting trouble, since regumming of
stamps can be done so expertly these days that it is nearly impossible
to distinguish this from original gum . The regumming can appear aged
to match coloration of original gum, and otherwise applied to defy
even the best of experts . However, the quality of "never hinged" is a
fact of life, and especially in Europe, some stamps that have been
hinged are treated like the plague! This makes for some very excellent
buys in hinged stamps from Europe . This should be taken advantage of
before prices go up, as it is only a matter of time before the law of
supply and demand drives hinged stamps, if done lightly, up in price.
As many Swiss stamps had small printings, anyone can see that stamps
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even lightly hinged will soon command prices much closer to the never
hinged price . It has already occurred on a few items, such as B2-3
and C1-2 . However, as with all investment buying, selectively is

important .

	

(To be Continued)

Sitting Helvetia Perforated
	 with Granite Paper	

By A . D . Maur

(The following has been translated by Werner Vogel, Helve-
tia #424, from the German philatelic magazine "Sammler Dienst" #14 of
July 13, 1974 .)

In the Sammler Dienst it was reported that a Swiss stamp
dealer had a lucky break in buying sheets and part sheets of the Sit-
ting Helvetia stamps of 5 and 25 rappen on granite paper . I am very
much astonished that an experienced reporter would not know that any
dealer can get you certain sheets and part sheets of the 1881 issue
on granite paper . How did this come about?

In 1879 the Swiss postal authorities wanted to issue a new
series . The production of the issue got into difficulties and the
issue had to be postponed . To have enough stamps on hand for the ever
growing demand, the authorities were forced to reprint the current
(Sitting Helvetia) stamps . For the reprint they had to use a new se-
curity paper with red and blue silk threads, today known as granite
paper . Beginning September, 1881, that issue was sold by demand . If
the quantity was too big or delivery of the new stamps (Numerals and
Standing Helvetias) came quicker than expected is not known to me,
but the postal authorities had a tremendous amount of the Sitting Hel-
vetia stamps on granite paper left over . From
July 1, 1887, the leftover stock was put on sale
to collectors and dealers at reduced prices:

2 centimes

	

.60 francs per 100
5

	

1 .00 N

	

" 	"

10

	

1 .00

	

"	 " 	"

25 	 "	 1 .50 "	"

Lots under 100 were not sold and for larger or-
ders of 10,000 and more the price was reduced by
another 20 per cent . The other values were sold
only in complete sets:

Sets of all values 15 francs per 50
10,000 sets

	

12

	

"
Over 10,000 sets

	

10

	

"

	

"

	

"
If you consider the face value for a set of 50
at 133 .50 francs, the sale price was a big bar-
gain . That is the reason the issue is available
in large quantities . The very short duration of
the issue, seven months only, was the reason
that many post offices never received these
stamps . The used stamps are therefore very
scarce . It is easier to buy a Basel Dove than a
40 centimes in good condition with genuine can-
cellation . I advise everyone to buy the four
used high values only with certificates . Do not
depend on your instinct.
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available for pre-
sentation at any
philatelic exhibi-
tion in U .S . with
a minimum of three
Swiss exhibits .



Closing Date 11/10/74

	

Helvetia Auction #22

	

Closing Date 11/10/74

Hello:

Thanks to all SASS members who participated in the September auction . I hope you
will be as pleased with these auctions as Helvetia members have been.

The new Zumstein Catalogues have not yet arrived, so all prices are still from the
old catalogues . The Zumstein is due to arrive around the end of October .

	

(Sorry if I
inconvenienced anyone last month by saying it would arrive much earlier .)

Hope you find something of interest in this auction.
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